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Tottenham remind Dalglish of the hard work ahead 
It was raining on Merseyside, as if the elements were shedding tears along with 
the fans over Manchester United eclipsing Liverpool's 18 League titles the day 
before, and with the Scousers down Tottenham administered a metaphorical 
kicking with a deserved win to leapfrog their hosts into fifth place in the table.  
It was an unexpected turnaround for two teams who had been travelling in 
opposite directions like runaway trains. It is easily forgotten by the uncommitted 
that Liverpool were four points off the relegation places when Kenny Dalglish 
replaced Roy Hodgson in January, at a time when Spurs were the ones flying.  
In mid-season Harry Redknapp felt they were genuine title contenders - a belief 
reinforced when they beat both Milan teams in the Champions League. Whether 
their exertions in Europe took too much out of them or the disappointment of 
losing in the quarter-finals deflated them is a moot point but it took them until 
yesterday, after one win in their previous 13 games in all competitions, to regain 
something approaching their best form.  
Tottenham, whose last match is at home to Birmingham City, are now favourites 
to finish fifth and qualify for the albatross they call the Europa League. At the 
mention of that tournament's name Redknapp smiled and said: "We're not 
fighting to get into that, we're fighting to finish as high as we can."  
Predictably the Spurs manager was in upbeat mood, his opposite number less 
than chuffed. Redknapp is already looking forward to next season and the 
acquisition of "one or two quality players who can make a difference".  
Dalglish said: "We never played as well as we can and it's a disappointing way to 
finish in what was our last game at Anfield. I feel we short-changed the fans by 
not getting the result."  
The home crowd arrived keen to salute his permanent appointment on a three-
year contract but were shaken into silence when their team conceded after eight 
minutes. Luka Modric's corner was headed out by Martin Skrtel only as far as 
Rafael van der Vaart, whose 15th goal of the season took the form of a 25-yard 
shot into Pepe Reina's top left corner.  
Spurs' supporters, who have been suffering of late, had something to shout about 
at last and chose to do so by welcoming the inclusion of Ledley King, for only his 
fifth appearance of the season in the Premier League, with choruses of: "Oh 
Ledley Ledley, he's only got one knee, he's better than John Terry." The former 
England defender responded by dispossessing Andy Carroll in the act of shooting.  
Redknapp revealed afterwards that King had wanted to delay his comeback until 
next season but he had been "pushed into it".  
The Spurs manager said: "Ledley was amazing, he hasn't played for seven months. 
He's got a chronic knee condition and doesn't train. Before the game I said: 'How 
do you feel?' He told me he was scared he was going to break down again. I said: 
'You might as well break down here as have all the summer off and break down 
on your first day back next season.'"  
The economy of Tottenham's passing game, with Modric its focus, frustrated the 
Liverpool players and their supporters, who took to lambasting Howard Webb, 
the referee, for almost every free-kick. To his credit Webb was in no way 
intimidated.  
More deserving of their criticism was Carroll, who spurned the best chance of the 
match after 38 minutes. Skrtel's cross from the byline on the right was inch 
perfect for the pounds 35m man from Newcastle United who, unmarked at the 
far post, headed weakly over from three yards. Otherwise Carroll was kept on a 
tight rein by King and Michael Dawson, who were resolve personified at the heart 
of the Spurs defence.  
Liverpool worked up a momentum in the latter stages of the first half but were 
knocked out of their stride nine minutes into the second half, when Spurs went 2-
0 up with a dubious penalty. This time Webb did have a case to answer. John 
Flanagan's challenge was not only inches outside the area, their collision was 
shoulder to shoulder. Nevertheless, all complaints were waved away and Modric 
smacked the kick hard and straight, defeating Reina.  
Liverpool pressed for the goal that would bring them back into the game but 
Spurs kept them at bay without great difficulty for a restorative result. Redknapp 
hailed it as a big victory by a below-strength team, his absentees including Gareth 
Bale, William Gallas, Vedran Corluka, Benoit Assou-Ekotto and Heurelho Gomes. 
The manager said: "We've been playing well but haven't managed to get the 
results until today."  
Man of the match Luka Modric  
Narrowly ahead of Ledley King and Michael Dawson for the quality of his passing, 
which put him at the hub of everything Spurs did, and also for his work-rate  
Best moment Not the penalty but a lung-bursting run and tackle to dispossess Luis 
Suarez on the edge of the area  
 

 

 
IT'S BULLY BOY HARRY; Redknapp's scare tactics spur players 
Liverpool 0  
Tottenham 2  
Next: Aston Villa v LIVERPOOL, TOTTENHAM v Birmingham (both Sunday)  
HARRY REDKNAPP has been a manager for nearly three decades but time has not 
diminished his ability to terrify his players. His pre-match team talk proved that.  
'I scared them into this,' explained Redknapp, as he reflected on the performance 
that secured Tottenham's first win at Anfield in the Barclays Premier League since 
1993.  
'I said if we qualify [for Europe] through the Fair Play League we'll be back 
[training] in two weeks' time. We're not fighting for the Europa League really. We 
just want to finish fifth because you want to finish as high as you can. That's your 
pride, and if it means playing in the Europa League, we will. Making it through the 
Fair Play spot means you start all that three weeks earlier.'  
With a home game against a Birmingham City side fighting for survival on the final 
day, it is no done deal that Spurs will finish in fifth spot but they took an 
enormous step towards cementing that position yesterday. Goals from Rafael van 
der Vaart and Luka Modric stripped Liverpool as bare.  
This was not the occasion Anfield expected 72 hours after Kenny Dalglish was 
confirmed as permanent manager but there could be few complaints about the 
result, as Spurs had the swagger of a team that had reached the Champions 
League quarter-finals.  
Playing with composure, taking their chances when they came and frustrating the 
life out of their opponents, Redknapp's squad had every reason to feel satisfied 
with their efforts. Competing in the Champions League, though, remains the 
ultimate ambition for the men from White Hart Lane and Redknapp feels serious 
work must be done in the summer transfer market this summer.  
'It was a big win and we had to do that if we want to finish above Liverpool,' said 
Redknapp. 'We have got a tough game next week against Birmingham, who need 
a result now. We have given ourselves a chance. We missed out [on the 
Champions League] this time because of a few injuries, a few tired bodies and 
because we couldn't get the players we wanted in January to tweak things. 
Hopefully we'll get one or two in the summer.  
'You have to keep improving. It's going to be so tough to make the top four next 
year. You know Manchester United will be there, that's a given. So that's one 
place taken and you can say Chelsea are certainties, too. Manchester City will 
probably spend another [pounds sterling]100million to stay there and Liverpool 
will be up there under Kenny. So it's a real battle.'  
There was a sense on Merseyside that, given Liverpool's form, Tottenham would 
be brushed aside but the way the visitors shuttled the ball early on showed it was 
no foregone conclusion.  
It was no surprise when Tottenham forged into a ninth-minute lead, Van der 
Vaart's volley from the edge of the area dipping past Pepe Reina via a deflection 
off Glen Johnson. Much the better side, the visitors went close to scoring again on 
a couple of occasions.  
Yet, for all that Tottenham played with dash and dare, the side they faced was a 
pale imitation of the one that had dismantled Fulham 5-2 at Craven Cottage six 
days earlier. With Andy Carroll replacing the hamstrung Raul Meireles, Liverpool 
were predictable and far too eager to play long balls. Carroll, for his part, looked 
woefully short of match practice, lumbering into areas where he was never a 
threat.  
He did get one decent chance to restore parity but screwed his header from six 
yards over after good work by Martin Skrtel.  
Referee Howard Webb had enraged Anfield with a number of decisions in the first 
period but caused uproar in the 55th minute when pointing to the spot after a 
coming-together between Liverpool right-back John Flanagan and Tottenham's 
Steven Pienaar.  
'It's even more disappointing that the officials get away scot-free without having 
to come and explain their decision as well. It's safer for me to leave it at that,' 
grumbled Dalglish after.  
Television replays suggested that contact had been made outside the area but 
Webb, despite being encircled by Reina, Skrtel, Jamie Carragher and Lucas, had no 
doubts. Modric then nonchalantly sent Reina the wrong way. That ended the 
game as a contest.  
Too many key players had off days for Liverpool, while Redknapp saw colossal 
displays from Modric, Michael Dawson and Ledley King, who fitted seamlessly 
back into the groove on his first appearance since October 16.  
MATCH FACTS  
LIVERPOOL (4-4-2): Reina 6; Johnson 7, Carragher 7, Skrtel 7, Flanagan 6; Kuyt 6, 
Spearing 5 (Shelvey 64min, 5), Lucas 5, Rodriguez 5 (Ngog 75, 5); Carroll 5 (Cole 
88), Suarez 5. Subs not used: Gulacsi, Kyrgiakos, Poulsen, Robinson. Booked: 
Suarez, Flanagan.  
TOTTENHAM (4-4-1-1): Cudicini 6; Kaboul 6, King 7, Dawson 8, Rose 6 (Bassong 
82min); Lennon 6, Modric 8, Sandro 7, Pienaar 6 (Krancjar 90); Van der Vaart 7 
(Defoe 53mins): Crouch 6. Subs not used: Pletikosa, Bostock, Livermore, 
Pavlyuchenko. Booked: Sandro.  
Referee: Howard Webb 5. Man of the match: Michael Dawson.  
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Spurs spoil the party and close in on fifth spot 
It was meant to be the poisoned chalice, the competition nobody wanted to be 
appearing in next season. But on this showing, you would never have guessed 
Tottenham were not playing for a place in the Europa League.  
European football's second tier tournament it may be, but nothing could disguise 
Harry Redknapp and his side's delight at beating their main rivals for fifth spot.  
If that was not enough, this was the day when Liverpool were meant to be 
celebrating. Celebrating another shot at Europe, and, more significantly, the 
return of Kenny Dalglish.  
Confirmed as the full-time manager earlier in the week - having served as 
caretaker since January - the Scot was welcomed by Anfield rising as one. Yet 
Tottenham were happy to play the party-poopers, Rafael van der Vaart scoring in 
the ninth minute before Luka Modric converted a controversial second-half 
penalty to seal Spurs' first Anfield victory since 1993.  
Redknapp later revealed the secret behind his side ending their hoodoo, having 
reminded his players they may be forced to return early from their summer 
holidays.  
"I scared them to death before the game and it did the trick," he said. "We are top 
of the Fair Play League which means they would come back in two weeks and 
would be playing again in June. I wonder why Fulham got eight bookings the other 
night?  
"But we are not fighting for the Europa League, we are fighting for fifth to finish 
as high as you can and win as many games as you can.  
"It's not ideal - but if we play in it we will. You play Thursday night and then 
Sunday. It's a big win for us. We had to win to finish above Liverpool and we've 
given ourselves a chance now."  
Redknapp has spoken of his reluctance to play in next season's Eurpa League, 
citing the impact it can have on Premier League form.  
But you would not have known that the booby prize was up for grabs given Spurs' 
application. Perversely, on the day of Dalglish's coronation after penning his 
three-year deal, it was a man named Rafa who inflicted the early damage.  
Man of the match Modric's corner was cleared only as far as the lurking 
Dutchman, who sent his shot home, via a slight deflection off Glen Johnson.  
Anfield was silenced and it took a while before they found their voice. Andy 
Carroll should have got the home fans singing once again but headed horribly 
over the crossbar after meeting Martin Skrtel's cross.  
A laboured Liverpool looked devoid of ideas and inspiration, so the last thing they 
needed was a hotly-disputed referring decision to go against them. John Flanagan 
appeared to go shoulder-to-shoulder with Steven Pienaar but referee Howard 
Webb claimed the South African winger was shoved over, even if the initial 
contact looked to be outside the box.  
Modric did the rest from the penalty spot in the 56th minute and Liverpool never 
look like finding a way back with Ledley King, making his first appearance in seven 
months, defying his chronic knee problem to ensure the shut-out.  
Tottenham know a win over struggling Birmingham on the final day will secure 
their European spot for next season. But Dalglish was left ruing his side's failure to 
turn up when it mattered most.  
"We feel we short-changed the fans by not getting the result," he said. "Maybe it 
was too much of a fairytale. They started better than we did and we didn't play 
for 30 to 35 minutes, and then they get the second goal which gives them a 
foothold. We never played as well as we can and that's disappointing for the 
players."  
On the controversial spot-kick, the Scot added: "I'm not here to sponsor the FA. 
It's unhelpful to everyone you can't express your true thoughts and officials don't 
explain their thoughts.  
"But we could have been a greater help to ourselves if we started the game 
better."  
MATCH FACTS  
Substitutes: Liverpool Shelvey (Spearing, 64), Ngog (Rodriguez, 75), Cole (Carroll, 
88). Tottenham Defoe (Van der Vaart, 53), Bassong (Rose, 82), Kranjcar (Pienaar, 
90). Booked: Liverpool Flanagan, Suarez. Tottenham Sandro.  
Man of the match Modric. Match rating 7/10. Possession: Liverpool 49% 
Tottenham 51%. Attempts on target: Liverpool 2 Tottenham 4. Referee H Webb (S 
Yorkshire).  
Attendance 44,893. 

 

 
TERROR & JUNE; Harry: Fear of going back to work next month got my 
boys firing again 
LIVERPOOL 0 LIVERPOOL: Reina 6; Flanagan 6?, Carragher 7, Skrtel 6, Johnson 6, 
Maxi 5 (Ngog 75, 5), Lucas 6, Spearing 5 (Shelvey 64, 5), Kuyt 6, Carroll 5 (Cole 88), 
Suarez 7 ?.  
SPURS 2 SPURS: Cudicini 6, Kaboul 6, King 8, Dawson 7, Rose 7 (Bassong 85), 
Sandro 6?, Lennon 6, Modric 8, Pienaar 7, Van der Vaart 7 (Defoe 53, 5), Crouch 6 
Goals: Van der Vaart 9, Modric (pen) 56 REFEREE: Howard Webb 5 ATTENDANCE: 
44,893  
HARRY REDKNAPP inspired his side by threatening them with a fate worse than 
death - the June qualifying rounds of the Europa League.  
The Tottenham boss revealed he had warned his team they faced the grim reality 
of the Fair Play League unless they won at Anfield, which, he admits, did the trick 
nicely.  
"I scared them to death by saying if we don't win today we are top of the Fair Play 
League, and we'll be coming back in two weeks," he explained with a smile.  
"It's true, we are top of the Fair Play League unfortunately, and it would mean 
we'd be playing in June - I wondered why Fulham got about eight bookings the 
other night!" The victory gives Spurs the edge in the race for fifth place, and a 
spot in the later rounds of the Europa League, with victory next week at home to 
Birmingham confirming that spot.  
And while Liverpool boss Kenny Dalglish admitted he was disappointed to lose 
that position, he revealed he felt even worse for the fans who came to send his 
side's season off in style.  
"It was disappointing because we would have liked a result in our final game of 
the season at Anfield to get the rewards we have put in since January, but maybe 
it was a fairytale too far," he said.  
"It's not a race for fifth place we have in mind, it's the disappointment. We could 
have been a greater help for ourselves if we had started better, and we could 
have got the reward for form recently by confirming our position in the league.  
"I don't know why we didn't start as well as we have done, but didn't start to play 
for 35 minutes. We did get better, but they got the second, and that made it hard 
- we didn't have enough to break them down."  
On an afternoon where a streaker provided much of the entertainment, 
Liverpool's claims to European pretensions were laid bare by the quality of their 
opponents.  
Europe's poor cousin of a competition is hardly a glittering prize, but Spurs at 
least deserve the recognition of fifth, because they have lit up much of this 
Premier League calendar, and in Luca Modric have one of the players of the 
season.  
He was outstanding in orchestrating only his side's second victory here in 25 
years, and in doing so exposed the distance a rejuvenated Liverpool still have to 
travel to challenge seriously at the rarefied summit of the table.  
The Kop had arrived here for their final home game of the campaign ready to 
celebrate the coronation of their King Kenny Dalglish, but instead were reminded 
that for all the achievements of the newly installed manager, he has much work 
to do.  
The first area of concern will be the condition of pounds 35million record signing 
Andy Carroll, who looked far from full fitness after a two-week absence, with his 
manager admitting they were forced to press the striker into action ahead of 
schedule because of depleted numbers.  
The introduction of the big centre-forward seemed to affect Liverpool's balance, 
and dilute the effectiveness of their most influential players in recent weeks, Luis 
Suarez and Dirk Kuyt.  
It took the home side 35 minutes to create a chance on goal, when Jay Spearing 
shot weakly with his left foot, but by then Tottenham had rediscovered their early 
season sparkle to take control of proceedings.  
Spurs have a full team sidelined through injury at present, and are missing their 
best player Gareth Bale, but you hardly noticed as Modric dominated the middle, 
and the miraculous Ledley King controlled the backline.  
The England defender has not played for nine months and barely trained, but it 
didn't stop him dominating Carroll, and alongside the impressive Michael Dawson, 
even subduing Super Suarez.  
The visitors took the lead on nine minutes, when Modric's corner was cleared to 
Rafael Van der Vaart, who saw his volley deflect off Glen Johnson and up and over 
Pepe Reina into the roof of the net.  
They dominated possession from there, and even though Suarez's movement was 
a trouble, rarely looked less than in control, so it was no surprise when the second 
goal arrived just after the break.  
What was a surprise was the manner of it, with referee Howard Webb hardly 
enhancing his reputation with Kopites, when he gave Spurs a penalty for a barge 
on Steven Pienaar by youngster John Flanagan, when the contact occurred 
outside the box.  
Modric converted, and even if it wasn't a penalty, Spurs were good for their lead. 
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Defeat is difficult to take, but hope remains 
FOR the second successive campaign, Liverpool signed off at Anfield with a 
whimper. 
The scoreline was the same as 12 months earlier but that’s where the similarities 
between last May and this start and finish. 
When the Reds lost to Chelsea in their penultimate fixture last season it was an 
abject surrender. 
Kopites were taunted with chants of ‘you’re ancient history’ from the travelling 
support – and it struck a nerve. 
Liverpool was a club wracked with uncertainty in the boardroom, in the dugout 
and in the dressing room. A proud institution had been brought to its knees by 
crippling debts and infighting. 
There was nothing for fans to console themselves with and the players looked 
embarrassed on their traditional lap of honour. 
A year on, Anfield is a very different place, a fact underlined by the numbers who 
stayed on to recognise the achievements of those who have done so much to get 
the Reds back on track. 
Tottenham may have gatecrashed the King’s coronation but it will take much 
more than that to dent the optimism and positivity generated by Kenny Dalglish’s 
return to the Anfield hot-seat. 
Of course defeat to Tottenham hurt. It leaves Liverpool facing up to the prospect 
of a first season without European football since 1999/2000. 
But whereas last May supporters walked away fearing the future, this time they 
left Anfield for the final time this season with genuine hope about what lies 
ahead. 
The takeover by Fenway Sports Group, coupled with the impact of Dalglish, has 
enabled calm to descend at Anfield, along with stability and unity. Not long ago, it 
appeared those values had been lost for good. 
For anyone getting carried away on the back of the Reds’ recent scintillating form, 
this game served as something of a reality check. 
Liverpool have played some outstanding attacking football under Dalglish and 
that was epitomised by the dismantlings of Birmingham City and Fulham. 
But scratch beneath the surface of a competitive starting XI and there isn’t the 
depth to compete over the course of a season. 
Take a look at Liverpool’s bench yesterday. Where were the players who could 
come on and change the course of the contest? The Reds possess some star talent 
but the supporting cast is weak. 
Youngsters Jonjo Shelvey and Jack Robinson have bags of potential but it would 
be a major surprise if any of the other four outfield substitutes are still at Anfield 
come August. 
Director of football Damien Comolli has made no secret of the fact this is a huge 
summer for Liverpool and the scale of the task facing Dalglish and him was 
underlined yesterday in front of principal owner John Henry and chairman Tom 
Werner. 
The manager has overseen a remarkable revival over the past four months but 
there is no substitute for quality – and it won’t come cheap. 
Talk of challenging for the title will remain a pipe dream unless Liverpool invest 
heavily to close a sizeable gap. 
As Dalglish starts his second spell as permanent boss he must also work out how 
to get the best out of Andy Carroll. 
The £35million man struggled on his return to the side after injury. Carroll 
remained on the periphery throughout and fluffed a great chance to equalise 
when he nodded over. 
There’s no question Liverpool have looked a more potent force with Dirk Kuyt 
playing off Luis Suarez than they did yesterday. 
The Reds, who missed the injured Raul Meireles, struggled to respond after Rafael 
Van der Vaart’s stunning volley nestled in Pepe Reina’s top corner inside nine 
minutes. 
Possession was tossed away cheaply and, with Spurs working tirelessly to close 
space down, the hosts’ frustration grew. 
Luis Suarez was always a hive of activity but this time there no end product from 
the Uruguayan. On the rare occasions the Reds carved the visitors open, Jay 
Spearing and Carroll couldn’t provide the finish. 
Spurs were good value for their first league win at Anfield since 1993 as they 
produced a classy display which belied their recent slump in form – but they were 
given a big helping hand by Howard Webb. 
The referee’s decision to award Harry Redknapp’s side a penalty 10 minutes into 
the second half effectively killed off the contest. 
Not only was John Flanagan’s shoulder to shoulder challenge on Steven Pienaar 
fair, but it was also outside the box. 
But that didn’t stop Webb pointing to the spot and Luka Modric didn’t look a gift 
horse in the mouth. 
It was the worst of a string of baffling decisions by the South Yorkshire policeman 
which infuriated the home fans. 

 

He wrecked Dalglish’s first game back in charge in January when he awarded 
Manchester United a spot-kick inside a minute and then sent off Steven Gerrard 
at Old Trafford. And once again yesterday he produced a display to delight Alex 
Ferguson. 
Despite the injustice, Liverpool never threw in the towel. The commitment was 
unquestionable. 
Flanagan was excellent again and if Suarez could have produced a finish worthy of 
the youngster’s cross, there may have been a grandstand finish. 
As it was, the Reds toiled in vain with the only ruthless streak coming from Martin 
Skrtel as he helped the stewards by taking out a streaker. 
Naked ambition will be needed this summer to ensure that on next May’s lap of 
honour, there is something tangible to celebrate. 
LIVERPOOL: Reina, Flanagan, Carragher, Skrtel, Johnson, Kuyt, Lucas, Spearing 
(Shelvey 64), Rodriguez (Ngog 74), Suarez, Carroll (Cole 88). Not used: Gulacsi, 
Kyrgiakos, Poulsen, Robinson. 
TOTTENHAM: Cudicini, Kaboul, Dawson, King, Rose, Lennon, Modric, Sandro, 
Pienaar (Kranjcar 90), Van der Vaart (Defoe 53), Crouch. Subs: Pletikosa, 
Pavlyuchenko, Bassong, Livermore, Bostock. 
GOALS: Van der Vaart (9), Modric (55). 
CARDS: Booked – Suarez, Flanagan; Sandro. 
REFEREE: Howard Webb (S Yorkshire). 
ATTENDANCE: 44,893. 

 
Tottenham heading for Europe after Webb spoils Dalglish day 
Liverpool 0  
Att: 44,893  
Tottenham Hotspur 2  
Van der Vaart 9, Modric 55pen  
Rarely can a poisoned chalice have been so fiercely contested.  
Liverpool have long aspired to the Europa League as the only coronation gift 
available to Kenny Dalglish; Tottenham have long scorned it as an unwelcome 
consolation. Seeing their Thursday nights booked up is hardly a prize either will 
treasure; both fought until their last breath to earn the right to complain, long 
and loud, next season.  
Spurs are worthy of what will, if they beat Birmingham next week, be their place 
in Europe, although justice was only done in the most unjust of circumstances. 
They deserve it for this display and this season. They started brightly, endured a 
predictable dip and ended on a high. Both in this display and in this season.  
But that their guests are better prepared, equipped and suited to an autumn of 
far-flung travel will not assuage Liverpool's anger. Dalglish's side fell behind to a 
fortuitous opener from Rafael van der Vaart and they lost thanks to the sort of 
decision which would have sent Ryan Babel scrambling to Photoshop.  
Even Spurs seemed taken aback to see Howard Webb point to the spot when 
John Flanagan and Steven Pienaar's shoulders collided outside the box. There was 
no intent from either party; Webb's decision, and Luka Modric's coolness, 
certainly spoiled one.  
"I'm not here to sponsor the FA," Dalglish said. "It is just unhelpful to everyone 
that we cannot express our true thoughts and it's even more disappointing that 
the officials get away scot-free without having to come and explain their 
decisions."  
That anger was manifest in the Scot's fans and players, too. On this of all days, 
when Dalglish was unveiled to a deafening roar as the club's permanent manager, 
when Fenway Sports Group, the owners who have done so much to steer Anfield 
back on course, were present. Little wonder Pepe Reina, Lucas and Martin Skrtel 
were so ruthless in dealing with a streaker. It was no laughing matter.  
Yet hindsight will tell them that sixth place, after the start to their season, is a 
feat. It will tell them that Spurs deserved this, Webb or no Webb. It will tell them, 
too, that for all Redknapp's insistence that he has no interest in the Champions 
League's ugly sister, he knows - to misquote Ian Holloway - that it is better to go 
home at the end of the night with someone, rather than all alone.  
"I scared them into it," the Spurs manager said. "I told them that if we qualified 
through the Fair Play league, we'd be back playing in June. We are not fighting for 
the Europa League. We are fighting for fifth, because you want to finish as high as 
you can."  
It worked. Spurs started excellently, pressing high, suffocating their hosts. Van der 
Vaart's opener, volleyed in off Glen Johnson, was ample reward.  
Andy Carroll missed the best chance of the half by ballooning a Skrtel cross over, 
while Luis Suarez, usually electrifying, offered the Kop the odd jolt rather than full 
charge.  
When Webb intervened, Liverpool could not muster a response. Anfield will not 
be blessed with Europe next season. Spurs, now that they are there, may not 
appreciate it, but Liverpool will tell them that, even with poisoned chalices, you 
do not know what you've got until it's gone.  
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Reality catches up with Dalglish 
Liverpool 0 
Tottenham 2 
Van der Vaart 9, Modric 56 (pen) 
Referee: H Webb. Attendance: 44,893 
For those who believe that the Europa League is a prize not worth having, this 
was the riposte - a virtual play-off in which the competitors were so desperate to 
prevail that it featured outbreaks of superstition, gamesmanship and controversy. 
Perhaps the chalice is not so poisoned after all. 
That Tottenham Hotspur deservedly won it and are now favourites to finish fifth 
made a mockery of suggestions that Harry Redknapp would prefer to avoid 
Europe at all costs after qualification for the Champions League moved out of 
reach. But Liverpool's desire was equally strong, as emphasised by Kenny 
Dalglish's decision to ditch his tracksuit at half-time and change into his lucky suit 
with Tottenham a goal up. It was to no avail. 
For the second year in succession, Liverpool ended their home campaign with a 2-
0 defeat and a reality check of how far they have to travel before they can reclaim 
their place among the elite. For all their recent improvement under Dalglish, they 
will finish the season at best two points worse off than the previous one and if 
Redknapp's analysis is accurate, both clubs are facing a significant challenge to 
avoid finishing among the also-rans again next time around. 
"It's going to be so tough to make the top four next year," Redknapp, the 
Tottenham manager, said. "You know Manchester United will be there - that's a 
given - so that's one place and you can say Chelsea are certainties, too. And 
Manchester City will probably spend another [pounds sterling]100 million to stay 
there and Liverpool will be up there under Kenny. So it's a real battle." 
Having inspired Tottenham to their biggest league win at Anfield, Redknapp 
revealed that he had ventured into the realms of psychology to bring out the best 
in his players, threatening them with an earlier return than usual from their 
holidays if fifth place was not secured. 
"I scared them before the game by telling them that we were top of the Fair Play 
League and would be back in June if we didn't win today," he said. "We're not 
fighting for the Europa League. We're just fighting to finish fifth; if it means 
playing in that, then it's not ideal because you have to play on Thursdays and 
Sundays. But if that's what we get for finishing fifth, then we will take it. It's better 
than qualifying via the Fair Play League because that means you start three weeks 
earlier." 
Liverpool must win away to Aston Villa on Sunday and hope Tottenham drop 
points at home to Birmingham City if they are to maintain a proud tradition of 
qualifying for Europe in all but three seasons since 1964. Dalglish had cause for 
complaint that the visiting team were helped on their way when Howard Webb 
awarded them the most dubious of penalties after Jonathan Flanagan collided 
with Stephen Pienaar outside the box but he chose not to complain, partly out of 
fear of falling foul of the FA and partly because of the realisation that his side had 
been second best on the day. 
"I'm not here to sponsor the FA," Dalglish said after being asked for his thoughts 
on the penalty award that allowed Luka Modric to double Tottenham's lead after 
Rafael van der Vaart's deflected opener. "It's just unhelpful to everyone that we 
can't express our true thoughts and it's even more disappointing that the officials 
get away scot-free without having to come and explain their decision as well. It's 
safer for me to leave it at that." 
A bigger cause for concern for Dalglish was that Liverpool's defeat coincided with 
the return of Andy Carroll to his starting line-up. The forward toiled to no great 
effect and missed Liverpool's best chance when he headed over from close range; 
his ineffectiveness also took the edge off the passing and movement that have 
been key features of his team's resurgence. 
Given improved fitness levels and increased opportunities to play, Dalglish 
remains confident that his record signing will prove his worth. But after this 
setback for Liverpool, the likelihood is that it is at home rather than abroad that 
Carroll will have to show that he can fit in. 
Qualification for the Europa League is in Tottenham's hands and they proved at 
Anfield that they fully intend to grasp it. 
Ratings LIVERPOOL 4-4-2 J M Reina 6 J Flanagan 7 J Carragher 7 M Skrtel 7 
GJohnson 7 D Kuyt 6 J Spearing 5 LucasLeiva 6 MRodriguez 5 L Suarez 0 6 A Carroll 
5 Substitutes: J Shelvey 5 (for Spearing, 64min), D Ngog (for Rodriguez, 75), J Cole 
(for Carroll, 88). Not used: P Gulacsi, S Kyrgiakos, C Poulsen, J Robinson. Next: 
Aston Villa (a). TOTTENHAM 4-2-3-1 C Cudicini 6 Y Kaboul 6 MDawson 8 L King 7 D 
Rose 7 Sandro 0 7 LModric 7 A Lennon 6 RvanderVaart 6 S Pienaar 6 PCrouch 6 
Substitutes: J Defoe 6 (for Van der Vaart, 53min), S Bassong (for Rose, 82), N 
Kranjcar (for Pienaar, 90). Not used: S Pletikosa, R Pavlyuchenko, J Livermore, J 
Bostock. Next: Birmingham City (h). 

 

 


